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PRODUCT BULLETIN
Car and Truck Cleaning Products
SUPER WASH 460XL
SUPER WASH 460XL is an extremely effective high foaming liquid cleaner/degreaser designed for a broad
range of applications with special emphasis on truck and vehicle cleaning and maintenance. It is
biodegradable, nontoxic, nonflammable and leaves no residue after rinsing. SUPER WASH 460XL is perfect
for coin operated car and truck washes. SUPER WASH 460XL is available with a clean and fresh “detergent”
smell, and SUPER WASH 460XL is available in cherry, or, other customer requested fruity odors.
ALKALINE PRE-SOAK
A formulated alkaline presoak which is safe and effective, and may be used in tunnels, in-bay and high
pressure automatics and self serves.
CITRUS PRESOAK 25
A formulated low pH presoak which is safe and effective, and may be used in tunnels, in-bay and high
pressure automatics and self serves.
SUPER FOAM
Available in several concentrations and scents, the SUPER FOAM line of cleaners are concentrated,
completely synthetic, high-foaming, biodegradable formulations designed to be used in coin operated car
washing systems for direct high pressure cleaning and foaming brush application. SUPER FOAM is a very
effective hand washing cleaner that is gentle to cars and waxed surfaces as well as the user’s hands.
CAR WAX 60HF GRAPE
CARWAX-60HF is an extremely effective liquid concentrated automatic car wash auto spraywax. CARWAX60HF is highly effective, problem free and stable in both concentrate and dilute form. The car wash will
use CARWAX-60HF by diluting 1 : 20 with water and then injecting 6 ounces of the diluted spraywax
through a DEMA system onto each car.
SCENTS
AUTO FRESH SCENTS are powerful, concentrated air deodorizers which helps control malodors such as
tobacco, food, trash, pet odors, mildew, and drain odors plus many others. Deodorizes an average size car
with one squirt
TRIPLE FOAM PRODUCTS
RAINBOW CAR DETERGENTS
RAINBOW CAR DETERGENTS are used in self-serve and automatic car washes. These products are
superlative cleaners and are brightly colored to keep customers coming back for more. Available in red, blue,
yellow or other custom colors. These products can also be scented if desired.
RAINBOW CAR WAX
RAINBOW CAR WAXES are formulated for clear coat finishes and are applied in high or low pressure spray
wax applications. The combination of the RAINBOW FOAMING CAR DETERGENTS and clear coat
protectant or spray wax provides a deeper and longer lasting protective shine than any product used by itself.
The RAINBOW CAR WAX line is similar in performance to our regular car waxes, but has the advantage of
brightly colored dyes to enhance customer satisfaction. Each can be scented if desired.
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